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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY/ABSTRACT 
Objectives: The objective of this project is to develop a framework for hotspot analysis. To 

accomplish this, we (a) created a new approach to detect hotspots from point data, (b) 

developed a MapReduce approach to improve scalability of hotspot detection, (c) created a 

new ensemble-based approach to hotspot prediction and (d) designed a MapReduce 

framework for ensemble-based prediction.  

Methods:  The methods used for spatio-temporal hotspot detection included new algorithms 

designed for point data using polygon propagation that is designed to detect compact hotspots 

tailored to the region with high density. The new ensemble-based hotspot prediction applies 

different models to forecast the time series and predicts the next entry in the time series using 

the best approach. We also developed a JavaScript based visualization system to display the 

hotspots on a map. We also tested our approaches on different synthetic datasets and real 

world datasets.  

Results: The proposed approach was able to detect hotspots in a spatio-temporal context with 

significant reduction in non-hotspot regions tagged as hotspots (false positives). Our prediction 

approach improved the prediction accuracy to 83.97% compared to 72% – 81% for similar 

techniques. The MapReduce implementations of both these models achieved an improvement 

of about 90% and 50% in execution times compared to serial implementations respectively.  

Conclusions: The proposed approach is promising based on the tasks of hotspot detection in 

spatio-temporal applications. It uses a precise and efficient way to detect hotspots around 

significantly dense regions (spatially and temporally). The hotspot prediction is built on 

ensemble-based forecasting of past observations, which predicts the next observation on the 

best model tailored to the local time series. The proposed MapReduce approach reduces the 

execution times significantly. The ability to intelligently combine different predictions is left for 

future work. 
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3. DIFFERENCE FROM CURRENT STATE OF ART 

3.1 Hotspot Detection 

3.1.1 Overview 

In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of research on detection and evaluation 

of spatial data on geographic levels. These models have been used in various scenarios like 

epidemiology, disease surveillance, crime prevention and environmental sciences to identify 

spatial concentrations of abnormal activity. Discovery of such abnormality helps to identify 

underlying causes of the abnormality and counter the problems. Hotspot detection is the 

process of identifying these areas of high occurrence of abnormal activities. One common way 

to measure abnormality is by measuring the density of the cluster. A hotspot usually has a 

significantly higher density than the expected baseline; conversely, a cold spot has a lower 

density than the expected baseline. The significance of these density values are measured using 

the p-value.  

We try to detect hotspots from the observations based on the spatial distribution of events. 

Most of the work done on hotspots detection assumes the information of locations, 

geographical boundaries and at-risk populations available. In the absence of such information, a 

uniform shape is overlaid on the map. Our work is mostly concentrated on identifying an 

irregular shape of the hotspot, like the cases of disease spread across riverbanks, wind patterns 

or power lines [Campbell et al. 2002; Biggeri et al. 1996; Feychting et al. 1993]. This irregular-

shape hotspot provides a better fit over the affected areas where the resources can be spread 

efficiently.  

There are two mechanisms for detecting hotspots: 1) point data set approach and 2) region 

based approach [Duczmal et al. 2004]. The first approach, point based hotspot detection, 

assigns a point to every occurrence on the map, for example each patient infected or each 

crime committed is considered a point on the map. The clusters of high occurrence of 

observations are identified and classified into hotspots for the study area. Burton first 

introduced spatial statistical models to detect clusters [Burton 1963]. Openshaw et al. and 

Turnbull et al. first developed models to identify hotspots for observing how diseases spread 

[Openshaw et al. 1987; Turnbull et al. 1990]. This model was further developed by Kulldroff by 

overlaying the target area with circles to identify these hotspot regions, this model is called 

scan statistic [Kulldroff 1997]. This work was further extended by him to include ellipses instead 

of circles to identify irregular shaped clusters [Kulldroff et al. 2006]. The second approach, 

region based hotspot detection, divides the map into M regions, this regions can be an N x N 

grid super imposed on a map or geographical regions like states or counties. A hotspot is 

defined as a zone of connected regions that maximize a certain statistic such as likelihood 

value. Duczmal and Assuncao proposed a graph based model to identify hotspots in a region 
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using simulated annealing [Duczmal and Assuncao 2004]. There are other authors like Patil et 

al. and Tango et al. who also proposed algorithms for region based hotspot detection [Patil and 

Taillie 2004; Tango and Takshashi 2005]. While the point based hotspot detection is more 

precise and accurate, these approaches are not designed to handle larger data with irregular 

patterns of hotspots due to scalability issues. All of the models developed for point data are 

limited to specific shapes to keep the computational costs manageable. There is also some 

work on identifying irregular-shape hotspots, most of them have been done from a region 

based hotspot detection point of view, which will be discussed in the next section. At this time, 

not much work has been done to detect hotspots from a point data set.  

3.1.2 Difference  

Most of the work done in the area of hotspot detection can be categorized into spatial hotspot 

detection, spatio-temporal hotspot detection and irregular hotspot detection on arbitrary 

shapes.  

3.1.2.1 Spatial Hotspot Detection 

Kulldroff designed a model based on scan statistics to detect spatial clusters of high activity 

[Kulldroff 1997]. His model superimposes circles of various radii over the study area and detects 

the area of high activity using maximum likelihood test. The test finds the maximum likelihood 

over all zones circumscribed by circles of varying radius at each of the regions of the map. The 

most significant circles are labeled hotspots using significance values from Monte Carlo null 

hypothesis. This approach would yield very large hotspots for irregular sizes on the map. 

Sahajpal et al. proposed a genetic algorithm to solve the aforementioned problem [Sahajpal et 

al. 2004]. He uses genetic algorithms to find overlapping circles that are locally optimized to 

identify hotspot regions. While this model is better than the original scan statistics, it suffers 

the same problems of identifying hotspots across an S-shaped river. Neill and Moore developed 

a hotspot detection model which generates rectangles of varying sizes over the study area [Neill 

and Moore 2005]. A KD tree based approach is used to prune the different possibilities and 

combine adjacent rectangles to identify hotspots. This model is very efficient compared to 

original scan statistics. 

The spatial hotspot detection was extended by Kulldorff et al. to an elliptic version of the spatial 

scan statistic, generalizing the circular shape of the scanning window [Kulldorff et al. 2006]. It 

uses an elliptic scanning window of variable location, shape (eccentricity), angle and size, with 

and without an eccentricity penalty. This would help detect irregular hotspots by fitting ellipses 

of various angles, sizes. However, all these models still suffer from identifying a cluster to best 

“fit” the hotspot region on the map. 
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3.1.2.2 Spatio-Temporal Hotspot Detection 

The spatial hotspot detection was extended into the spatio-temporal domain, by taking into 

account temporal dimension along with the traditional spatial dimension. The temporal aspect 

gives information about the change compared to historical data and also the historical 

incidence rate in the region. Kulldorff et al. proposed a space-time scan statistic by extending 

the scan statistic model to incorporate temporal dimension [Kulldorff et al. 1998]. They use a 

cylinder instead of a circle where the circular base represents the spatial coefficient and the 

height represents the temporal coefficient. An infinite number of overlapping cylinders of 

different size and shape are generated in the study region. The most significant cylinder region 

is considered the hotspot. This model aggregates the time dimension into the spatial dimension 

and does not account for change over time e.g., spread of disease.  

Iyengar proposed a square pyramid based model to account for growth and shift of incidence 

locations overtime [Iyengar 2004]. In this approach, rectangular pyramids are generated and 

divided into chunks to detect clusters that move, grow or shrink over time. The disadvantage 

with this model is that hotspots detection on a larger set of spatio-temporal regions is really 

expensive so the search can only be done approximately. These models are also extended into 

prospective space-time scan statistics to detect immediate outbreaks where additional data like 

at-risk population data is not available [Kulldorff et al 2005]. In their work, both space and time 

are considered independently. This provides a way to study the hotspots over the given area 

with cylinders of varying temporal and spatial degrees. All of these models are designed to 

work for point data or aggregated region data. However, all of these models suffer from two 

main problems. First, these models are highly sensitive to parameters [Chen et al. 2008], 

identifying optimal scaling parameters is really difficult in these settings. Second, real world 

clusters rarely adhere to regular shapes, therefore new methods are required to handle 

arbitrary shapes [Neill et al. 2005]. 

3.2.2.3 Irregular-shape Hotspot Detection 

All of the work mentioned above is designed to work with point datasets, with uniform shapes, 

since the cost of generating irregular shapes is expensive. Some work has been done to detect 

irregular-shape clusters. Tango and Takahashi presented Flexscan, a flexibly shaped scan 

statistic which detects irregular shapes by aggregating overlapping circles over the study region 

[Tango and Takahashi 2005]. A spatial scan statistic imposes circles of various sizes on the study 

area and the Flexscan aggregates the circles in neighboring areas. To reduce the number of 

overlapping regions they have an upper bound on size of the cluster. In their study, the 

researchers limited the size of the cluster to 10%-15% of the study area. Hence, their model is 

optimized for detecting small and medium hotspots. Patil and Taillie proposed an alternative 

approach by limiting the number of neighborhood regions to merge by setting an ‘upper level 

set’ [Patil and Taillie 2004]. The neighboring regions are merged only if the bridge region is also 
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important. A new region is added to existing regions if they are adjacent to each other and also 

under the upper limit set. Wieland et al. proposed a minimum spanning tree based model to 

absorb the nearby regions by taking the variance of maximum likelihood ratio to maximize the 

likelihood of the new window [Wieland et al. 2007]. Duczmal et al. proposed an approach 

where each region is represented as a node in graph and neighboring nodes connected by an 

edge [Duczmal et al. 2007]. This model connects the neighboring nodes while increasing the 

cost associated with creating large clusters. There are other similar models that detect irregular 

clusters [Conley et al. 2005; Assuncao et al. 2006; Duczmal and Assuncao 2004]. However, most 

of these models work well for region based hotspot detection models. There has also been 

some work done on point based detection models which generate a grid first to identify spatio-

temporal hotspots [Dong et al. 2012]. But, all of these modes are plagued with the complexity 

of parameters. 

3.2.2.4 Proposed Algorithm 

To detect irregular-shape hotspots from a point dataset, we propose an algorithm based on 

identifying polygons from the points in the dataset, called polygon propagation. Our approach 

can be summarized in three steps. 1) All the observations represented by latitude and longitude 

of observations are treated as Euclidean coordinated on the map, and are triangulated. Each 

triangle is represented by the sum of observations from each vertex of the triangle. 2) Calculate 

the likelihood value for all the triangles using Poisson distribution. We then identify the 

triangles with a likelihood value above a minimum threshold. A greedy polygon propagation 

algorithm is used to propagate all of the triangles above the minimum threshold to identify 

polygons by growing the triangles. 3) Perform statistical testing at each stage to identify 

significance levels to detect the most significant hotspot (the one with highest GLR, calculated 

in step 2). Monte Carlo simulation is used to test the null hypothesis of hotspots. We only 

report the hotspots with a high significance value (e.g., 0.05). 

The polygon propagation step of combining neighboring triangles into polygons is 

computationally expensive. To solve this problem, we also propose an extension to our model 

by building a MapReduce approach of polygon propagation. The MapReduce version of the 

approach is highly effective and resulted in significant decrease in execution time. Our main 

contribution in this paper is an algorithm that detects irregular-shape hotspots with a point 

dataset. The algorithm is unsupervised with only one single parameter, which limits the 

exponential growth of hotspots. A MapReduce framework is proposed to overcome the 

expensive computational requirements by our algorithm. 
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3.2 Hotspot Prediction 

3.2.1 Overview 

In the past two decades, technology has enabled access to large datasets, which led to the 

development of many prediction models to forecast various observations like crime and 

contagious diseases [Gorr et al. 2003]. The most common model to predict future observations 

is to label a high activity area as a “hotspot” and assume this activity will continue in near future 

[Eck et al. 2005]. Different types of models are also used to predict the number of crimes in the 

future such as leading indicators model [Cohen et al. 2007], risk terrain modelling using kernel 

intensities [Caplan et al. 2011], and societal-economic models [Yu et al. 2013]. Most of these 

models require information that is not readily available or is difficult to gather on a large scale. 

To solve this problem we need a simple model to solve the problem of short term forecasting. 

Time series forecasting is an important area of forecasting a variable, in which past 

observations of the same variable are collected and analyzed to develop a model describing 

underlying relationship. This model can be used to predict the value of the variable in the  

future. These models can be used when there is little information about the underlying data 

generating process or no satisfactory explanatory variable that relates the prediction variable to 

other explanatory variables [Zhang 2003]. ARMA – auto regressive moving average and ARIMA- 

auto regressive integrated moving average are two of the most mentioned models to forecast a 

univariate time series [Box et al. 1974]. However, a single model to predict the short term 

forecast is prone to problems due to sampling variation, model uncertainty and structure 

change over time [Zhang 2003].  

To overcome the aforementioned problem, an approach of ensemble-based models is used to 

leverage multiple models to predict the outcomes with different conditions that vary the 

outcome and parameters. The final outcome of the model is based on verifying the initial 

conditions or combining different individual forecasts into a composite forecast [Winkler 1989]. 

There has been a lot of work done where different models are combined to increase the 

accuracy of forecasting [Marcellino et al. 2003; Shen et al. 2008; Song et al. 2009]. However, 

most of these models are evaluated on small data and then try to combine models for a large 

scale prediction. These models fail when single selection or combination criteria is used for 

different kinds of data irrespective of changes in macro level features which require changes to 

combination models. 

3.2.2 Difference  

The naïve model to predict the number of crimes in a particular precinct is based on seasonality 

of information [Gorr et al. 2003]. The number of crimes in a particular month is based upon the 

number of crimes committed during the same month in the previous year. This model is based 

on “temperature aggression hypothesis,” stating that weather increases violent crime by means 
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of ambient temperature and anger arousal [Anderson 1987]. These models do not have any 

spatial component, with crimes at each location estimated separately for each location in the 

city. Gorr et al. used random walks and different exponential smoothing models to predict the 

number of crimes in individual precincts. The results also showed that the simple time series 

models vastly outperformed the naïve model and the other models. The models failed when 

the counts are very low. However, the models were compared against the naïve model and 

each time series was considered individually. 

One of the most important time series forecasting models is ARIMA developed by Box et al. 

[Box et al. 1974], based on the earlier work of Yule [Yule 1926] and Wold [Wold 1938]. The 

original idea of this model is that if a time series is generated from an ARIMA process, it should 

have theoretical autocorrelation properties. Then a data transformation needed to be 

performed to make it a stationary process, which is a requirement for ARIMA model. The 

parameters of the model are identified to reduce the final prediction errors in the model. The 

strength of ARIMA model is that it provides a comprehensive statistical modelling methodology 

for I/O processes. Box and Jenkinset also extended the ARIMA model to include seasonal 

component called SARIMA [Box and Jenkinset 1976]. Pfeifer et al extended the ARIMA model 

into the spatial and temporal domain for space-time modelling of time series called STARIMA 

which is characterized by autoregressive and moving average terms lagged in both space and 

time [Pfeifer et al. 1980]. This model collapses into the ARIMA model class in the absence of 

spatial correlation. There are several improvements proposed over time to this model to work 

with a wide variety of time series ranging from stationary to non-stationary to seasonal 

patterns [Melard et al. 2000; Valenzuela et al. 2008]. However, the main drawback of this 

model is that Box-Jenkins methodology cannot be applied to non-linear time series [Melard et 

al. 2000]. 

To overcome the problem on restriction of linear data, some non-linear prediction models like 

bilinear mode and threshold autoregressive model have been proposed [Granger 1978; Tong 

1983]. These models posted some improvement over linear models, but the gains from these 

models are limited due to their dependence on specific non-linear patterns [De Goojier et al. 

1992]. Most recently neural networks are being used for non-linear time series prediction along 

with ARIMA because they are inherently non-linear and can be used for forecasting any type of 

data [Mediros et al. 2006; Shiblee et al. 2009].  

Most of the aforementioned methods are used to forecast crime using a specific model. 

However, the observations on ground are based on the local social, economic and 

environmental behaviors [Short et al. 2010]. Since the data might not always be available, we 

must infer this information from the observations in that region. These form local patterns in a 

given region, where crimes are not evenly distributed across the city, but some areas are more 
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attractive to criminals than other areas [Eck et al. 2005]. The crimes that are committed also 

vary according to seasons, with crimes decreasing in winter and increasing during summer 

[Anderson 1987]. 

3.2.3 Proposed Approach  

In our project, the proposed ARMA based ensemble forecasting using different forecasting 

models for the modelling and short-term forecasting of crime in space and time has five goals. 

1) This is a model to predict the observations in near future from a data-driven statistical point 

of view rather than a criminology theory or crime dynamic perspective.  

2) The forecasting uses univariate time series; it identifies the best model for forecasting based 

on the time series information and does not require any other information like population at 

risk, income levels or other sociological data.  

3) The selection of model to identify the best-case scenario is localized to the current data and 

changes based on the time series information. 

4) The model should be able to identify hotspot activity based on the prediction.  

5) The model should be distributed to allow for large scale computation of information. 

4. RESULTS 

4.1 Hotspot Detection 

4.1.1 Methods 

4.1.1.1 Polygon Propagation 

The basic idea behind this approach is to identify the areas of high activity by grouping together 

the observations that are close to each other, i.e. nearby neighbors. The basic approach is 

presented in Figure 1. We first try to identify a triangle, where each vertex is an observation. If 

the number of cases within the area of the triangle is greater than a particular threshold, it is 

considered a candidate polygon. The candidate polygon is then expanded by absorbing its 

neighbors, as long as the polygon post absorption satisfies the initial threshold. The polygon is 

expanded until all the neighbors are absorbed or all the high intensity area has been covered.  

The process is then repeated with another polygon and is continued until all the observations 

are visited by all the polygons. This ensures that the polygons cover all the areas that exhibit 

high activity in the observation region. 
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However, using the number of observations would yield in a huge patch of areas covering the 

whole map. To counter this phenomenon, a density based approach is used. In addition, to 

eliminate the problems with thresholds a null hypothesis is tested. While the above process is 

exhaustive, it is also expensive when every case is compared to every polygon in the 

observation region. To reduce the computational cost, an alternative approach based on 

Delaunay Triangulation is used to propagate the triangles. These details are discussed in the 

next sections.   

  

4.1.1.2 Density and Hypothesis Testing 

In this section, we look into the density models and the hypothesis testing that we use to detect 

hotspots. There are a lot of probability distribution models used when testing the incidence of a 

measure in a region that have been used in the previous works like Bernoulli model and Poisson 

model [Kulldorff 1997; Neill and Moore 2005; Duczmal et al. 2007] etc. The Poisson generalized 

likelihood ratio (GLR) was chosen as the density measure because of the intention that the 

model could work in this research without population-at-risk data, which might not be 

available. The Poisson generalized likelihood ration can be defined as:  

𝑮𝑳𝑹 =  (
𝒄𝑨

𝝁𝑨
)

𝒄𝑨

(
𝑪−𝒄𝑨

𝑪−𝝁𝑨
)

𝑪−𝒄𝑨

               (1) 

 

Figure 1  A simple illustration of polygon propagation 
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Figure 2  Polygon propagation implementation framework 

Where, cA is the number of observations during a given time period in region A and μA is the 

expected number of observations during the same time period in region A. C is the total 

number of observations in the region during the study time period. GLR of all the clusters are 

observed and the cluster with the maximum GLR has the least chance of being a random 

occurrence. This distribution is also considered keeping in mind that the population at risk ratio 

might not always be available and therefore can easily be ported to other datasets. The GLR 

and LGLR - the Log(GLR) were used in the prior work. For the course of this work LGLR is used as 

the log likelihood function. 

After calculating LGLR for a region, its p-value is calculated to estimate its significance. Since the 

exact distribution of p-value is unknown, Monte Carlo simulation is used to calculate the 

distribution of p-value [Kulldorff 2005]. A K number of replicated datasets are generated 

randomly under null hypothesis, where cases are assigned in a given area uniformly by 

randomization. For each dataset, a hotspot search is carried out. All the LGLR values of original 

data are compared to the LGLR values of the replicated datasets, to identify the hotspots that 

are significant. If the LGLR is among the highest when compared to the LGLR values of the 

replicated datasets, the p-value of the cluster is considered to be 0.0001 for K=999, in prior 

work. 

4.1.1.3 Polygon Propagation Algorithm 

In this section the algorithm of polygons generation and propagation for identifying hotspot 

regions is explained below. Figure 2 shows a high level framework for the model. 

Here are the notations used to explain the algorithm. Given a spatio-temporal region R, with N 

number of cases, occurring over time T, each case is represented by its latitude and longitude 

values as Euclidean coordinates. The minimum generalized likelihood value for a given polygon 
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Algorithm 1: Polygon Propagation 

1. Input: R;N;T;minLGLR;K;θ 
2. Output: A set of significant cylindrical Polygons  
3. Use delauney triangulation to triangulate all the points in Region R during the latest 

time period to generate set of triangles Tr;  
4. P<-GenerateCandidatePolygons(Tr;R;N;T;:minLGLR) 
5. mergedPolygons<- PropagatePolygons(P) 
6. simPolygons <- NULL  
7. for i <- 1 to K do 
8.              generate a replicated dataset 
9.              use delauney trinagluation to trinagluate 
10.              tempP <- GenerateCandidatePolygons(Tr;Rr;N;T;:minLGLR) 
11.              tempMerged<- PropagatePolygons(tempP) 
12.              simPolygons<- simPolygons U tempMerged 
13. endFor 
14. finalPolygons<-NULL 
15. foreach p in mergedPolygons do 
16.              k<-rank of LGLR(p) compared to LGLR(p’), p’ belongs simpolygons 
17.              p <-k/K+1 

18.              if(p <= θ ) then finalPolygons <-finalPolygons U p 

19. endFor 
20. return finalPolygons 

 

Algorithm 1  Algorithm for polygon propagation 

 

is called minLGLR, which will be explained in detail later. K is the number of Monte Carlo 

simulations, the default value is 999. Θ is the significant p-value required by a polygon to be 

considered a hotspot. Each polygon is represented by nP and time t, which is the number of 

cases in a given polygon P and the time during which the polygon is active respectively. Each 

polygon has two states - marked or unmarked where marked polygons satisfy the minimum 

threshold requirement and can be propagated while the unmarked are not propagated. 

The aim of Polygon propagation is to identify the set of polygons in a spatio-temporal region, 

each of which denotes a cylindrical polygon P measured by a log(GLR) and significance at level 

Θ. The main steps of polygon propagation are shown in algorithm 1. Lines 1-2 are used to 

generate triangles as the basic units using each observation in the dataset. In Algorithm 2, we 

try to extend each triangle into all different neighboring time periods using the 

GenerateCandidatePolygons function. In this function each time period is appended to the 

function and is checked against the minimum likelihood value presented in equation 1, we add 
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them to the candidate cluster if and only if their LGLR is greater than a specific threshold. All 

the cylindrical triangles added to the CandidateCluster are considered the seed set of polygons. 

In Algorithm 3 we then try to propagate the polygons by merging them with other polygons. For 

each of these candidate polygons the merging criteria should satisfy the following conditions:  

1. Both the polygons should satisfy the minimum LGLR condition;  

2. Both the polygons should be adjacent to each other, i.e. they should have at least one 

edge in common between them and should be active during the same time period; and 

3. Their combined LGLR should be greater than the sum of LGLR of both individual 

polygons, i.e. the merged polygon should be more significant than both the individual 

polygons. 

These three conditions keep in check the size of the polygons, stopping the polygon from 

exponentially growing, and finally covering the whole region. We then repeat the whole 

process for replicated datasets to identify the polygons in these datasets for null hypothesis 

generation. 

The time complexity for the grid scan algorithm can be computed as aggregation of various 

steps of the algorithm. The time taken to generate candidate polygons using Delaunay 

Triangulation is O(NlogN) where N is the number of observations in the region. Extending the 

polygons into temporal dimensions is another expensive operation in the algorithm. All the 

other processes, including finding the polygon and merging the polygon are efficient and their 

Algorithm 2: Candidate Set Generation 

1. Input: R;N;T;Tr;  
2. Ouptut: Set of Cylindrical Triangles each of which is an element of P 
3. For each tr belongs Tr 
4.            For each t of T 
5.                           Add the individual timeperiod until t to tr 
6.                           Calculate LGLR 
7.                           If(LGLR > minLGLR) 
8.                                          Add trt to P 
9.  
10.                           endFor 
11. endFor 
12. return P 

 

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for candidate set generation 
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time complexities are determined by the number of polygons in the candidate set. Looking at 

the time complexities of our algorithm to identify polygons on the dataset takes O(N2). Further 

including the data aggregation and Monte Carlo simulations, our algorithm should take 

O(K*N2). 

The polygon propagation algorithm has one control parameter minLGLR. We also use K and Θ 

as other parameters in our model, however both these parameters are commonly used in 

hypothesis testing with widely accepted settings K=999 and Θ=0.005. Both these parameters do 

not influence the algorithm, but do influence the hotspots generated. The minLGLR is used to 

exclude un-important polygons. A larger minLGLR will lead to a very conservative hotspot 

generation while a lower minLGLR might lead to a large polygon generated like a heat map over 

the affected area. 

4.1.1.4 Distributed Polygon Propagation 

Given the time complexity of this algorithm is O(N2), if N is a very large number then the time  

taken to execute this algorithm to identify hotspots could be very long. To get the task of 

Algorithm 3: Propagate Polygons 

1. Input: set of candidate Polygons, P 
2. OutPut: Final set of mergedPolygons, Z 
3. Z<- NULL 
4. While(P is not null) 
5.              Retrieve p from P: LGLR(p) is the max 
6.              For tp belongs to P and tp!=p and Tp== Ttp 
7.                     If(p and tp are neighbors) 
8.                           If(LGLR(p+tp)>LGLR(p)+LGLR(tp)) 
9.                                         M <- Merge(p, tp) 
10.                                         Remove p,tp from P 
11.                                         Insert (M) 
12.                            End For 
13.               If p still in P 
14.                           Remove p from P 
15.                           Insert (p) in Z 
16.               End if 
17. End While 
18. Return Z 

 

Algorithm 3  Algorithm to propagate the polygons 
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detecting hotspots manageable, a parallel framework was implemented to decrease the 

execution time when working with large data.  

4.1.1.4.1 MapReduce 

MapReduce is a programming paradigm and an associated parallel and distributed 

implementation for developing and executing parallel algorithms to process massive datasets 

on clusters of commodity machines [Dean et al. 2008].  Algorithms in MapReduce contain two 

functions, map and reduce. The input to both methods take the form of key-value pairs (k,v), 

where k is the key and v is the value. The map function takes one (key, value) pair and produces 

a multiset key-value pairs like {(k1,v1),( k2,v2),( k3,v3),….}. The map function can be executed in 

parallel for each input pair. The reduce function takes as input a key and multiple values 

associated with that key and can produce another set  {(k1,v1),( k2,v2),( k3,v3),….}. The output of 

reduce can also be used as an input to another map function. Similar to the map function, 

reduce can also be executed in parallel. We denote the machines executing map function as 

mappers and those executing the reduce functions as reducers.  

4.1.1.4.2 Implementation 

In the proposed system, each observation is saved with a timestamp and the geometric 

coordinate of that observation. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the system and how the 

information flows through the system. We use two sets of mappers and reducers in this model. 

The polygon propagation model starts with the serial implementation of the Delaunay 

Triangulation model that is presented in the previous section. Then each triangle is passed on 

to each mapper along with the historical observations within that triangle. Each mapper 

executes the functionality of candidate set generation that is presented in Algorithm 2. The 

mappers then return all the candidate cylindrical triangles to the reducer. A single reducer is 

used to collect all the polygons. 

Next the polygons are split among all the mappers; then each mapper executed the 

functionality of Algorithm 3 where polygons are propagated among the polygons assigned to 

their mappers. All the polygons that are generated are passed along to all the reducers. The 

reducers further merge the polygons from all the mappers using the same criteria used by the 

polygon propagation algorithm. Then all the polygons are sent to the combiner, which splits the 

polygons into groups to be reassigned to the mappers. This process of polygon propagation 

continues until the combiner receives the same set of polygons for at least 10 iterations. The 

assumption is that if no polygons were merged for at least a few consecutive time periods then 

all polygons have reached their final state and thus cannot be merged further. 
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Figure 3  MapReduce framework for polygon propagation 

 

4.1.2 Tools, Prototypes and Demos 

All the code was implemented in java, the real word datasets that this approach was tested 

with has been implemented in JavaScript using TimeMaps. See appendix B for more details. 

4.1.2.1 Experimental Evaluations 

To evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of the polygon propagation model, we test this 

approach on 3 different datasets. We compare our approach against the spatial scan statistic 

approach used by [Kulldorff et al. 1998] and [Kulldorff et al. 2006] for circular and elliptical 

windows respectively. For spatio-temporal scan statistics, we use the spatial and space-time 

scan statistic presented by [Kulldorff et al. 2005] using cylindrical window. All of these 

implementations are included in SaTScan suite2 (non-compactness parameters set to medium) 

by [Kulldroff et al. 2010]. All the serial implementations of these algorithms are done on a 

Windows machine with i5-2400 quad core machine with 8GB memory for the serial 

implementation. 
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                                        (a)                                                  (b) 

 

                                         (c)                                                   (d)              

Figure 4 Comparison of different models on a circular dataset. a) original dataset, b) circular scan 

statistics, c) elliptical scan statistics, and d) polygon propagation 

4.1.2.2 Model Evaluation 

We compare the three approaches on 3 different datasets.  Dataset 1 contains 10,000 points 

that are generated using a Gaussian distribution. Figure 4 shows the hotspots detected by 

different models on the circular dataset. The true cluster of over density almost covers the 

region in the center. The circular scan statistic identifies the area of higher densities 

comparatively and shows three regions of high activity, whereas the elliptical scan statistics can 

identify the whole region of high activity. The polygon propagation algorithm also identifies the 

whole region as the region of high activity. The circular scan statistic is different in the sense 

that it identifies the primary and secondary clusters based on their significance value and not 

the area covered. This leads to identification of multiple regions of higher activity just as 

displayed in the image. This shows that our model is able to identify hotspots similar to elliptical 

and scan statistics. 
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                                                      (a)                                                     (b) 

 

                                                      (c)                                                       (d) 

Figure 6 Comparison of different models on a simulated dataset. a) original dataset, b) circular scan 

statistics, c) elliptical scan statistics, and d) polygon propagation 

 

 

               (a)                                 (b)                                    (c) 
Figure 5 Comparison of different models on smiley dataset a) original data, b) circular scan statistics, 

and c) polygon propagation 

 

The second dataset is generated with 10,000 models in the form of a smiley, which is supposed 

to show the capability of the polygon propagation algorithm in identifying the irregular 

hotspots. The models are displayed in Figure 5. In this case, the circular scan statistic was able 

to identify hotspots around the eyes and nose region, but was not able to accurately identify 

the smile part of the mouth. In the case of the elliptical scan statistic, it was not able to find any 

clusters before running out of memory. Polygon propagation was able to identify the clusters 

accurately. 
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Table 1  The LGLR values and execution times for each dataset 

Model Circular Scan 

Statistic 

Elliptical Scan 

Statistic 

Polygon 

propagation 

Dataset 1 19345.22 (146 s) 19340.19 (583 s) 21548.48 (393 s) 

Dataset 2 227.87 (513 s) Out of memory 1267.73 ( 839 s) 

Dataset 3 591.53 (856 s) 749.37 (3615 s) 1354.93 (2274 s) 

 

The third dataset is designed to replicate a real-world dataset with 10,000 observations, where 

the observations are not spread out across the whole region with both the sparse areas and 

dense areas. The original data and all the models are displayed in Figure 6. The circular scan 

statistic is able to detect only 60% of the observations that are covered in 40% of the area 

compared to 63% of observations in 35% of the area for elliptical scan statistics. The polygon 

propagation algorithm on the other hand was able to detect 68% of the observations in 38.9% 

in the region. Thus we were able to identify dense hotspots with minimum area of coverage. 

In terms of quantitative coverage, Table 1 provides details about the quantitative analysis of all 

these models. It shows the maximum LGLR value for each of these datasets and also the time 

taken to generate these hotspots. The time taken and hotspots generated for dataset 1 are 

comparable for these three models with circular scan statistic computing a hotspot faster than 

the others, while the LGLR value is slightly higher for polygon propagation which accounts for 

irregular edges along the border of the hotspots. The evaluation for dataset 2 shows the true 

strength of polygon propagation where the time taken to compute the circular scan statistic is 

larger than polygon propagation and the LGLR is higher for polygon propagation algorithm. This 

is due to the fact that polygon propagation is more compact and accurate. Dataset 3 shows that 

the elliptical scan statistic is better than circular scan statistic when identifying a better shape 

to identify dense regions; however, the execution time is higher. Polygon propagation while 

taking longer than circular scan statistic can identify better compact hotspots. Polygon 

propagation is better than elliptical scan statistics in terms of both time and LGR. 

4.1.2.3 Scalability Testing 

The approaches are tested for scalability for 4 different datasets: 1K, 10K, 50K, 100K 

observations. The scalability of all three models along with polygon propagation with 

MapReduce is shown in Figure 7. The computation time of scan statistics grows exponentially as 

the number of points increases which is similar to polygon propagation algorithm, which also 

has the time complexity of O(K.N2). However, the scalability of polygon propagation with 

MapReduce is better than the serial version of polygon propagation with the parallel version 

able to decrease the execution time by at least 80%. 
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                   Figure 7 Execution time for different datasets for different synthetic datasets 
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4.1.2.4 Case Study 

A case study of crime hotspots is conducted for the City of Chicago. The crime analysis is 

collected from the City of Chicago data portal (https://data.cityofchicago.org/Public-

Safety/Crimes-2001-to-present/ijzp-q8t2). The data contains all the crimes committed from 

January 1, 2001 until the current date. The data contains most of the details like case id, block 

information, type of crime along with latitude and longitude information. We extracted the 

data during the time periods October 2013 – June 2014, and calculated hotspots for crimes 

committed during these three quarters.  The numbers of significant hotspots detected during 

the last quarter of 2013 are 9, with really small areas. This is due to the low number of crimes 

committed during the winter months and the sparse nature of these crimes. The number of 

hotspots that are detected during the first quarter and the second quarter of 2014 are 21 and 

27 respectively. The number of crimes increases during the spring and summer months along 

with the intensity of the crime regions. Figure 8 shows the hotspots detected during these 

three quarters. The most prominent among these hotspots were detected during the winter 

months are smaller and are positioned in the outer regions of the downtown Chicago region, 

but as time progresses into summer the hotspots move towards the south Chicago region and 

the downtown region of Chicago, and the hotspots are larger denoting the increase in crimes 

during that time. This shows that the polygon propagation is able to detect the patterns of 

change in crime rate over time and can also point out the origin of crime patterns. 

https://data.cityofchicago.org/Public-Safety/Crimes-2001-to-present/ijzp-q8t2
https://data.cityofchicago.org/Public-Safety/Crimes-2001-to-present/ijzp-q8t2
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 (a)                                                         (b)                                                  (c) 

Figure 8 Hotspots detected for the City of Chicago. a) October – December 2013, b) January – March 

2014, and c) April – June 2014  

 

4.2 Hotspot Prediction 

4.2.1 Methods 

4.2.1.1 Seasonal Spatial Temporal ARMA (SSTARMA) 

The Seasonal Spatial Temporal ARMA (SSTARMA) model can be expressed at each observation 

at a time t and location I as weighted combination of previous observations lagged both in 

space, time and seasons.  If Zt is the Nx1 vector of observations at a time t at the N locations 

within the region, then the seasonal SSTARMA model of family can be expressed as, 

Φ𝑝,Λ(𝐵𝑆)𝜙𝑝,𝜆(𝐵)Δ𝑆
𝐷Δ𝑑𝑍𝑡 = Θ𝑄,𝑀(𝐵𝑆)𝜃𝑞,𝑚(𝐵)𝑎𝑡                                                            (1) 

Where 

Φ𝑝,Λ(𝐵𝑆) = 𝐼 − ∑ ∑ Φ𝑘𝑙𝑊𝑙𝐵
𝑘𝑆Λ𝑘

𝑙=0
𝑝
𝑘=1 , ϕ𝑝,λ(𝐵) = 𝐼 − ∑ ∑ ϕ𝑘𝑙𝑊𝑙𝐵𝑘λ𝑘

𝑙=0
𝑝
𝑘=1                         (1a) 

Θ𝑄,𝑀(𝐵𝑆) = 𝐼 − ∑ ∑ Θ𝑘𝑙𝑊𝑙𝐵
𝑘𝑆λ𝑘

𝑙=0
𝑝
𝑘=1 , θ𝑞,𝑚(𝐵) = 𝐼 − ∑ ∑ θ𝑘𝑙𝑊𝑙𝐵

𝑘m𝑘
𝑙=0

𝑞
𝑘=1                          (1b) 

𝛷𝑘𝑙 and 𝜙𝑘𝑙  are respectively the seasonal and non-seasonal autoregressive parameters at 

temporal lag k and spatial lag l. Similarly, 𝛩𝑘𝑙 and 𝜃𝑘𝑙  are the seasonal and non-seasonal moving 

average parameters at temporal lag k and spatial lag l; P and p  are the seasonal and non-

seasonal autoregressive orders; Q and q are the seasonal and non-seasonal spatial orders for 

the Kth autoregressive term; Mk and mk are the seasonal and non-seasonal spatial orders for the 

kth moving average term and D and d are the number of seasonal and non-seasonal differences 

required, where 𝛥𝑆
𝐷 and 𝛥𝑑  are the seasonal and non-seasonal difference operators. Finally, at 
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is the random, normally distributed error vector. Equation 1 can be referred to as a seasonal 

multiplicative SSTARMA model of order (pλ, d, qm)(PΛ, D, QM)S. 

For the course of this paper, we assume d=0 and only consider immediate neighbors of the 

current location, then the resulting SSTARMA model can be represented as, 

𝑍𝑡 =  ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝜙𝑘𝑙𝑠𝑊𝑙𝑠𝑍𝑡−𝑆∗12−𝑘

𝛬𝑘

𝑠=0

−

𝜆𝑘

𝑙=0

𝑝

𝑘=1

∑ ∑ ∑ 𝜃𝑘𝑙𝑠𝑊𝑙𝑠𝑎𝑡−𝑆∗12−𝑘

𝑀𝑘

𝑠=0

−

𝑚𝑘

𝑙=0

𝑞

𝑘=1

𝑎𝑡 

Where p is the autoregressive order; q is the moving average order; 𝜆𝑘 is the spatial order of kth 

autoregressive term; 𝛬𝑘 is the seasonal order of kth autoregressive term; mk is the spatial order 

of the kth moving average term; Mk is the seasonal order of the kth moving average term. 𝜙𝑘𝑙𝑠 

and 𝜃𝑘𝑙𝑠 are the parameters to be estimated and Wls is the matrix for spatial order l and 

seasonal order s and at is the normally distributed innovation or disturbance vector at time t. In 

this model, residuals are used as moving average terms for better prediction. 

4.2.1.2 Ensemble Model 

For a given region, we divide the region into N x N blocks. For a given block, all the time series 

information for that block and those of immediate neighbors are extracted and provided the 

SSTRAMA model. Figure 9 shows the model diagram for a given block. We generate six models 

using different variations of SSTARMA. 

 Temporal – Just most recent observations 

 Seasonal – Historical observations in the same month 

 Spatio-Temporal – recent observations in current and neighboring blocks 

 Spatio-Seasonal – historical observations in current and neighboring blocks 

 Spatio-Seasonal-Temporal – Recent and historical observations in current and 

neighboring blocks 

 Trend – depending on trend of the current block 
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Once the models are generated then all the predictions of each model are passed to the 

ensembler. The ensembler evaluates each model individually and identifies the best model by 

comparing the results of the model to historical values. Root Mean Squared Error is computed 

for each model for the predicted values and the corresponding original values from the block. 

The model with the least error is considered the best prediction model for the block. There are 

several other models that can combine the results of various individual models, since these 

models are considered mutually exclusive, it is not appropriate to combine two different 

models to generate output for the model. 

Once all the blocks are predicted the hotspot detection model is used to generate hotspots for 

these predicted models.  

4.2.1.3 MapReduce Seasonal SSTARMA 

To predict the number of observations in the next time period, the ensemble model is required 

to predict six different models for each block in the region. The prediction for a large dataset is 

computational expensive; we designed a MapReduce model for prediction to reduce the 

computation time. This model is based on rolling window time series prediction [Li et al. 2006]. 

 

Figure 9  Procedure for ensemble-based prediction 
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The input to the program is the block ID, temporal information like month and year and the 

number of observations in that block. For the process of predicting observations in a given area 

we use a combination of two mappers and reducers. Figure 10 shows our MapReduce 

implementation.  

The input information is split across all the mappers. Each mapper tries to create complete 

information for a given block. All the information of a block is transferred to reducers with key 

being the block ID, where it is aggregated such that each reducer has complete information 

pertaining to a single block. The reducer then splits the information as required by different 

models and is then sent to mappers to perform required operation with each mapper requiring 

performing one prediction model for one block. Then the models are sent to the second 

reducers where the assembling is performed and then the best model is chosen to predict the 

number of crimes in a given block. 

4.2.2 Tools, Prototypes and Demos 

All the code was implemented in Java; the real word datasets used in this approach were tested 

and implemented in JavaScript using TimeMaps. See appendix B for more details. 

4.2.3 Experimental Evaluations 

The City of Chicago’s crime data is geocoded, date-stamped and made publicly available 

through its data portal. We gathered all the data from January 2001 through June 2014. We 

considered the time period from January 2001 – September 2013 as the training data, where 

we train our models using the information from those time periods; we then try to predict the 

values from October 2013 - June 2014 over the course of 3 quarters. The fit, forecasts and 

 

Figure 10 MapReduce framework for ensemble-based prediction 
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Figure 11  Crimes in City of Chicago – different prediction models 

components of our individual models for the whole City of Chicago are shown in Figure 11. 

These initial results show some variation among the models on the prediction values. The 

accuracy of these models and time taken to adjust the prediction depends upon the type of 

models. In the case of Chicago, the temporal models are quick to adapt to the errors compared 

to seasonal models. However, the seasonal temporal models are more accurate with prediction 

accuracy and quick to adjust to changes as it depends on both recent information and current 

trend in information. 

 

The City of Chicago is divided into NxN blocks to be able to make localized predictions for each 

block. These predictions are made for these individual blocks for different models and hotspots 

are generated. The predictions for two different blocks of Chicago are shown in Figures 12 and 

13. Figure 12 shows a block with high crime rate which follows the same pattern as the City of 

Chicago; in this particular scenario, the spatio-seasonal-temporal information gives us a better 

prediction in comparison to spatio-temporal or spatio-seasonal. However, Figure 13 has low 

crime rate, but there is no seasonal pattern in how the crimes are committed, in this case 

spatio-temporal gives a better prediction compared to more complicated spatio-seasonal-

temporal model. 
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Figure 12  Crimes in a Block in Downtown - Chicago 

 

Figure 13  Crimes in a Block in the suburb of Chicago 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

 

The models are tested with three different grid sizes 10x10, 15x15 and 20x20 respectively. The 

City of Chicago is divided into these three grid sizes resulting in 100, 225 and 400 blocks with 

the block sizes of 2.75 sq. miles, 1.62 sq. miles and 0.78 sq. miles respectively. The results show 

that the accuracy of prediction follows a bell curve with the grid size. The prediction accuracy 

increases as the grid size increases and after a certain grid size the prediction accuracy 

decreases. Table 2 shows the accuracy of predicted values for different grid sizes and other 

traditional prediction techniques. The main reason for this phenomenon is the decrease in 

number of crimes committed in a particular block is too small so the prediction based on those 

low counts is not accurate any more. One possible counter to this is to increase the number of 

spatial neighbors to “strengthen” the prediction capability. 

Table 3 shows the speed up from the MapReduce implementation of the model on 3 nodes. 

Our experiments show speed up of up to 50%. MapReduce version reduces the time of 

execution considerably compared to the serial implementation. 

Finally, we use spatial scan statistics to detect hotspots on predicted regions. These hotspots 

can be seen in Figure 14. There are three predictions for the 2nd quarter of 2014. The region 
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that is predicted to be the hotspot decreases with the increase in grid size, with a large hotspot 

area for 10x10 grid and small focused regions for 20x20; however, based on the observations, 

we feel that 15x15 grid gives best hotspot predictions because of the ability to make accurate 

predictions.  

   Table 3  Execution time for prediction on serial and parallel implementations 

Grid Size Serial (s) MapReduce (s) 

10x10 1780.32 913.93 

15x15 5192.56 3274.22 

20x20 11436.29 5991.37 

                                           

                        

(a)                                                  (b)                                             (c) 

Figure 14 Hotspot predictions for City of Chicago a) 10x10 grid b) 15x15 grid, c) 20x20 grid 

Table 2  Accuracy of Prediction compared to grid size 

Model Accuracy 

Grid_10x10 81.24% 

Grid_15x15 83.97% 

Grid_20x20 79.39% 

Trend 51.25% 

Temporal 67.18% 

Seasonal 71.94% 

Temporal Seasonal 75.57% 
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5. FUNCTIONALITY OF INNOVATIONS 
This project has four innovations.  

 Hotspot detection with polygon propagation 

 Hotspot detection based on MapReduce polygon propagation 

 Hotspot prediction based on ensemble forecasting 

 Hotspot prediction based on MapReduce ensemble forecasting 

5.1 Hotspot detection with polygon propagation 

The hotspot detection model is based on polygon propagation, our model first generates the 

triangles using Delaunay triangulation and proceeds to merge neighboring polygons that are 

considered to be “dense” based on a likelihood function. This model is capable of detecting 

hotspots that do not exceed their area of influence. We demonstrated the capability of this 

model compared to other state of art techniques. 

5.2 Hotspot detection based on MapReduce polygon propagation 

The main contribution by the MapReduce version of this algorithm is to lessen the execution 

time of the hotspot detection algorithm using polygon propagation. This MapReduce 

framework detects the same hotspots with 90% reduction in execution time. 

5.3 Hotspot prediction based on ensemble forecasting 

Ensemble-based hotspot prediction builds upon the strength of different techniques to predict 

the next observation in a time series, also known as forecasting. The main contribution of our 

approach is the ability to map different techniques to the localized time series and evaluate 

different predictions and identify the best possible prediction. We combine the technique with 

the hotspot detection model to identify hotspots. 

5.4 Hotspot prediction based on MapReduce ensemble forecasting 

The MapReduce version of ensemble-based forecasting parallels a lot of redundant analysis on 

different blocks achieving 50% reduction in execution times.  

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Hotspot Detection 

We proposed polygon propagation based hotspot detection techniques for detecting irregularly 

shaped clusters for point data. Polygon propagation algorithm detects hotspots that are 

compact, exact and efficient for identifying regions of high density. The polygon propagation 

algorithm identifies the hotspots based on a greedy local search to identify these hotspots. A 
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MapReduce approach to polygon propagation is also proposed which significantly outperforms 

the traditional SaTScan and polygon propagation algorithms; which makes this approach really 

efficient for very large scale spatial and spatio-temporal hotspot detection. 

While this model accurately identifies abnormal space-time clusters compared to the spatial 

distribution of observations at that time, it can be extended to compare the spatial cluster to 

both spatial and temporal distributions. This would provide a way to identify true hotspots that 

are abnormal both spatially and temporally. Lastly, the likelihood function only takes into 

consideration the at-risk population or assumes the population in a given region based on 

uniform distributions. We recommend further investigation involving other parameters that 

affects the hotspot. 

6.2 Hotspot Prediction 

The ensemble-based models vastly outperformed the traditional prediction models. The model 

works well with large datasets and predicts the observations based on “localized” criteria. The 

MapReduce version of the model helps keep execution times manageable. The effect of size of 

the grid on the prediction accuracy needs to be studied in detail. The increase in number of 

spatial neighbors with increase in grid size might give better results. There are other 

combination models like sum of squares and multi linear regression models to combine the 

outputs of various ensemble models. These models need to be studied in detail. The strength of 

the approach lies in complete independence of the individual model from others; hence, the 

effect of neural networks on ARIMA needs to be studied to evaluate the effect of non-linear 

models on the prediction. 

7. IMPACT AND USE/BENEFITS  
Early hotspots detection and precise prediction are important in many disciplines. This project 

provides scalable spatio-temporal hotspot detection and prediction approaches which are well 

engineered for big data. The approaches are general and can be applied in various application 

domains with minimal customizations.  

This system can be beneficial in several applications such as in epidemiology, public health, law 

enforcement, anti-terrorism, marketing (emerging markets, cross selling, and advertisement 

optimization), etc. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A.  Install /Use Prediction/Detection System 

 

How to Compile the Executable Jar File 

To compile the Executable jar file follow the steps below. 

 Serial Version 

 Step 1: Go to Command prompt 

 Step 2: Go to the directory where the Executable jar file is placed using “cd” 
command. 

 Step 3: To execute the program  
 Java –jar filename.jar inputfolder outputfolder 

 Hadoop Version 

 Step 1: Go to Command prompt 

 Step 2: Go to the directory where the Executable jar file is placed using “cd” 
command. 

 Step 3: Place input file in the input folder 

 Step 4: To execute the program  
o hadoop jar filename_hadoop.jar classname inputfolder outputfolder 

 Step 5: Move output folder from hdfs to normal fs 
o hadoop –fs getmerge outputfolder outputfolder_normalFS 

 

Where, filename is the name of the jar file, classname is the name of the class (including the 
package name), inputfolder, outputfolder and outputfolder_normalFS are the names of input, 
output folders on hdfs and output folder on normal file system respectively. 

Input file format: here is the format of a sample input file (Date latitude longitude), if the file is 
purely spatial date is 0000 and euclidean coordinates can be used in place of latitude and 
longitude. Each entry represents an observation. 

05-12-2013 0.12378766 -0.7843628362 

04-01-2013 -0.36946753 0.0657534734 

Output format:  

Hotspot Detection – Output: list of polygons and their coordinates. 

Polygon 1 

41.892772 -87.615752 

41.892292 -87.613864 
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41.891877 -87.612576 

41.891047 -87.615881 

 

Polygon 2 

41.894145 -87.638755 

41.892836 -87.638755 

41.892037 -87.63957 

41.890599 -87.638884 

41.889641 -87.636952 

41.889928 -87.633133 

41.890631 -87.631588 

41.891334 -87.630558 

41.893411 -87.632275 

41.894784 -87.63545 

41.895806 -87.63721 

Hotspot Prediction – output Format: List of polygons represented by their grid cells 

Polygon 1 

[2,1], [2,2],[3,1],[3,2],[3,2] 

 

Polygon 2 

[7,6], [7,8], [8,7] 
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Appendix B. Datasets Gathered/Used 

S. No Dataset Dates Gathered 

1 Crime data from City of 
Chicago 

Jan 2001 – June 2014 

2 Ebola Data March 5th 2014 – 
September 15th 2014 

3 Contagious Disease Dataset 
(Samlonella, Shigella, 
Meningitis)  

1987 - 2012 

 

Appendix C. Demo System 

The system is designed using TimeMap from Google (https://code.google.com/p/timemap/). 
These models are used to demo the hotspots on a google map, where the latitude and 
longitude are used to draw a polygon. 

These files use JavaScript to display the polygons on the map. Add the polygons as array items 
in the script section of the .html file. A sample file is illustrated below 

Assume a normal html page, include all required JavaScript files. 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN" 

  "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd"> 

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 

  <head> 

    <title>Map Timeline Mashup</title> 

    <script src="http://maps.google.com/maps?file=api&v=2&key=[API-KEY]" 

type="text/javascript"></script> 

    <script src="http://static.simile.mit.edu/timeline/api/timeline-api.js" 

type="text/javascript"></script> 

    <script src="timemap_full.pack.js" type="text/javascript"></script> 

    <link href="your-css-file.css" type="text/css" rel="stylesheet"/> 

  </head> 

  <body onLoad="onLoad()" onunload="GUnload();"> 

    <div id="timelinecontainer"> 

      <div id="timeline"></div> 

    </div> 

    <div id="mapcontainer"> 

      <div id="map"></div> 

    </div> 

  </body> 

</html> 

 

 

 

https://code.google.com/p/timemap/
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function onLoad() { 

  tm = TimeMap.init({ 

    mapId: "map",               // Id of map div element (required) 

    timelineId: "timeline",     // Id of timeline div element (required)  

    datasets: [ 

      { 

        data: { 

          type: "basic",  // Other options include "json" and "kml" 

          items: [        // Put in an array of objects 

            { 

              // The start date for the event 

              "start" : "2008-09-02", 

              // The end date for the event - omit for instant events     

              "end" : "2008-09-30", 

              // The placemark could be a point, polyline, polygon, or 

overlay 

              " polygon" : [ 
                              {lat: 41.891877,lon:-87.617769}, 

                              {lat: 41.892772,lon:-87.615752}, 

                              {lat: 41.892292,lon:-87.613864}, 

                              {lat: 41.891877,lon:-87.612576}, 

                              {lat: 41.891047,lon:-87.615881}                        

                          ], 

              // by default, the title and description are shown in the info 

window 

              "title" : "An event at South Hall", 

              "options" : { 

                "description" : "UC Berkeley School of Information" 

              } 

            } 

          ] 

        } 

      } 

    ] 

  }); 

} 

 

You can place as many polygons or points in the items array. These polygons are the polygons 
retrieved from the output file. The output from the prediction needs to be post processed to 
identify the latitude and longitude coordinates. Here are some examples: 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Hotspot detection from Ebola dataset 
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Hotspot detection and prediction, City of Chicago Crimedata 

 

Contagious disease hotspot detection, Department of Health and Hospitals Louisiana 

 


